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A new marketplace
The speed of change, scope of markets and the uncertain nature
of modern society has forced investors to place as much value
on future potential as upon past performance.
A new approach
Two new important marketplace factors are emerging that can be
useful to investors in better predicting the future stock value of public
companies who depend upon consumer sales.
The Predictive Customer
Predictive Customers are a sub-set of consumers who are highly
engaged in selective categories, aware of both cultural and
marketing trends and who share their knowledge with others.
Predictive Customers and stock performance
Predictive Customer data is predictive of actual revenue and
a better growth potential indicator than consensus estimates.
A variety of tests over an extended two year period prove the
predictive quality of the Predictive Customer and the resulting
Growth Factor © scores for finding investment ideas.
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Predicting the Future via Predictive Consumers
A new marketplace
The speed of change, scope of markets and the uncertain nature of modern society has forced investors to
place as much value on future potential as upon past performance. While there is no doubt guidance to be
gained from looking in the rear view mirror, it is no longer the guide on tomorrow’s performance.
Just a few years ago GM was the global leader in automotive sales and had been the leader since the 1960’s.
In 2006 Toyota predicted they would pass GM in global sales to become the leader and they did in 2008. Today
GM is fighting for survival, is partly owned by the Government and is searching for their third CEO in twelve
months...The past is no longer the best predictor of success.
Current approaches
The introduction of econometric models and other sophisticated risk models has created a psychology and
process among investors where the underlying science of these models and their quantitative character helps
to better manage risk and intelligently guide the way forward.
Yet, all modellers know that the value of the output is based upon critical assumptions and high quality data.
Often to augment the quantitative models, investors turn to panels of experts or third-party macro-economic
data in addition to informed analysts’ reports of specific industry sectors and companies.
A new approach
Two new important marketplace factors are emerging that can be useful to investors in better predicting the
future stock value of public companies who depend upon consumer sales. It is estimated that the consumer
makes up about 85% of the economy so the consequences for investors are far reaching.
The first factor is the growing importance of brands as a major component of intangible asset value of acompany’s
stock. Gerzema and LeBar in their new book, The Brand Bubble (2008) point to the increasing importance of
brands for investor decisions:
“Brand values have risen in their contribution to shareholder value from 5 percent to over 30 percent in the last
thirty years. We have moved from a tangible to an intangible economy”.
The second important factor is the increasing empowerment of consumers. Historically, the power of a company’s
push – distribution, marketing and sales – was the overriding factor of continuing success. In today’s marketplace on a global scale, consumer pull is increasing in importance. This shift toward consumer pull has been
highlighted in best sellers such as The Tipping Point by Malcolm Gladwell, The Wisdom of Crowds by James
Surowiecki and Against the Gods by Peter Bernstein.
A recent survey by Zogby International asked individual investors about the value of information sources when
making investment choices. The number one source, not surprisingly was financial experts and professionals
selected by 54% as the best source. The surprise was the second highest choice at 35% - knowledgeable family,
friends and colleagues. This contrast with just 22% selecting research analysts’ reports or Company announcements
at 11%. Clearly consumers are becoming empowered.
Thus any effort to forecast future value of a consumer based company needs to gain primary data on brands
directly from consumers. The trick is to figure out which consumers will be the best compass about tomorrow?
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The Predictive Customer
This paper will establish that a segment of consumers we call ‘Predictive Customers’ are the best data source
to understand brand momentum going into the future.
‘Predictive Customers’ are a sub-set of consumers who are highly engaged in selective categories, aware of both
cultural and marketing trends and who share their knowledge with others. Research such as that reported by
Ed Keller in his book The Influentials indicates that highly engaged consumers on average share their knowledge
with 35 or more acquaintances compared to less engaged consumers who connect with 5-6 others about brands
and experiences. Interactive technology such as e-mail, blogs, social networks and file sharing expand the
value of ‘Predictive Customers’ brand views and their impact on future sales.
Lepere Analytics has devoted the past three years working with Columbia University and Zogby International to developing
a practical and validated methodology for
a)
b)
c)

identifying ‘Predictive Customers’ and
measuring brand momentum via online polling techniques, and
integrating brand momentum data with company data to create Growth Factor © Scores which can aid
stock investment decisions

The biggest challenge was developing a simple, yet robust way of identifying ‘Predictive Customers’ from large
samples of consumers. Using the theory from Everett Rogers work on the diffusion of innovation where Rogers
identified Early Adopters as crucial to the success of any new idea, Lepere Analytics combined the early
adopter characteristics identified by Rogers with research conducted by psychologists on people open to new
ideas, highly active with popular culture, and constantly networking with others to produce a short questionnaire
that consistently identifies the 20% or so of people with ‘Predictive Customer’ characteristics from large online
samples in multiple countries.
Lepere Analytics methodology
The Lepere Analytics methodology to identify ‘Predictive Customers’ has been pilot tested by Zogby International
in the USA and the UK in several studies throughout 2008 and 2009. These pilot studies have also helped
Lepere Analytics refine the methodology for measuring brand momentum.
The polling model is rather simple: once a respondent has been classified as a ‘Predictive Customer’, they are
asked to select a number of categories where they are most engaged in an ongoing basis. The ‘Predictive
Customers’ choose their categories, to a maximum of four, from among 60 categories ranging from mobile
phones to cereals to automobiles, to banking services.
For the major brands in each selected category, the ‘Predictive Customer’ indicates their view as to whether
the brand is moving forward, falling behind or staying the same. Because Lepere Analytics is the voice
of the consumer the brand momentum data is collected in sectors defined by the consumer rather than by
Wall Street.
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The pilot studies showed that brands like Prius, Subway, Wii, iTunes, Vitamin Water and Kashi selected by
‘Predictive Customers’ in the US as having high momentum have in fact performed well in the marketplace as
predicted by the polling.
Finally, when the momentum brand scores from ‘Predictive Customers’ are combined with company data to
create Growth Factor © Scores and used to guide investment decisions, those decisions over relatively short
time intervals of around 3-6 months in 2008 and 2009 (a period of economic turmoil globally) outperformed the
S&P 500 and FTSE indexes.
There can be no argument that macro-economic data, modelling, and experienced judgement are crucial ingredients
in making smart investment decisions about stock selection. But as the importance of the consumer economy
increases in the overall economy, and consumer pull becomes equal to company push the use of a new
approach like the ‘Predictive Customer’ from Lepere Analytics can prove to be an invaluable input for
forecasting future stock value.
© lepere analytics Ltd. 2010
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Identification of Predictive Customers
Surveys were administered to random samples of consumers in different countries. Predictive Customers were
identified based on their responses to a series of attitudinal questions designed specifically to single out people who
have the agency to influence those in their social circles on products and technologies.
These attitudinal questions measure the respondents’ general attitude towards commercial culture and modern
society, level of networking activities, media consumption habit, curiosity about new products and technologies,
willingness to share information and experiences, understanding of product value, proclivity for independent
thinking etc. A proprietary algorithm then calculated a composite score for each respondent and those who scored
higher than the pre-set value were selected as Predictive Customers.
Predictive Customers range between 20% and 30% of the US samples. For the UK, predictive consumers
can be anywhere from 20% to 35%. As the next step, the Predictive Customers were gauged on their level of
involvement/engagement in the industry sectors which they claimed to be familiar. Those determined to have high
level of involvement then became Predictive Customers for particular sectors (i.e. Sector Predictive Customers).
Sector Predictive Customers were asked momentum questions (whether a product or technology for example will
rise or fall in the near future) regarding each brand/product. The data collected can be used to identify products,
brands or companies that are “on the rise”, make predictions of in-market sales success and, ultimately, forecast
the change of stock values.
1

Profile of Predictive Customers

More than 70% of Predictive Customers consider themselves members of the “investor class.” All of them own
stocks personally. More than half (56%) owns stocks through 401(k) and 37% through other pension plans.
For the Predictive Customers the top four sources of information they value most when making financial decisions are
financial experts/investment professionals (42%), financial news websites (29%), research analyst reports from
brokerage firms (23%) and knowledgeable family, friends, and colleagues (22%).
As to the group’s employment status, more than 60% of the predictive consumers are either employed or selfemployed. 44% hold professional, technical or managerial positions and about one fourth (28%) are retired. More
than half (53%) of the Predictive Customers who own personal stock had a household income over $100,000
last year.
In terms of age distribution, almost half (47%) of the Predictive Customers are between 50 and 64, followed by
those over 65 (27%) and the 30-to-49 year olds (24%). Ninety-seven percent of the Predictive Customers are
college-educated. More than 90% of the Predictive Customers are white non-Hispanics and 62% live in large cities
or suburbs. 79% are married (including civil union).
In terms of personality traits, Predictive Customers are more likely to be the no-nonsense type (42%) than dreamers
(25%). An overwhelming majority (70%) of them claim to be optimistic rather than pessimistic (9%). Almost twofifths (39%) of them like seeking novelty compared to 24% of them who stick to routine. They are more likely to call
themselves outgoing (50%) rather than shy (23%). More than two-fifths (43%) claim to be “conversational” while
27% said that they are thoughtful.

1

The profile described here is based on the results of the most recent US survey conducted online in July 2009.
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The Predictive Customer and stock value
The critical part of the Lepere Analytics methodology integrates brand momentum data from Predictive Customers
with company public data to create Growth Factor © scores.

US Patent pending

The Growth Factor © is calculated using a proprietary algorithm and the evidence to date is that it is highly predictive of
stock value.
The Growth Factor ©
The integration of brand momentum and company data is predicated on a simple insight. Consumers cannot
and do not buy companies in the way investors do. They buy products and brands – captured in the brand
momentum data discussed earlier. The Growth Factor © is therefore calculated for each brand individually. It is
based on a net momentum score i.e. the % of Predictive Customers who believe a brand is gaining ground
minus the % who believe it is losing ground. It is a relative measure both to the competitive brand set and to
all brands in the study. It is not an absolute or a measure of momentum in the sense of a zero sum gain.
When a company is a single brand company like Starbucks or UPS for example the brand and company scores
are inter-changeable. But for most companies, like Nestle for example, different brands or divisions need to be
assigned back to their quoted parent.

In doing so the Growth Factor© identifies drive brands or divisions and weights them in line with their contribution to
the P&L, strategy, revenue potential etc.
© lepere analytics Ltd. 2010
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Predictive Customers and stock performance
The key question is does it work? Do Predictive Customers generate ideas to aid stock investment decisions?
The remainder of this paper examines the current body of evidence. The data is based on polls conducted
throughout 2008 and 2009. Bloomberg, Zogby International, Columbia Business School and Lepere Analytics
Ltd have conducted various analyses, working independently.
1.

Revenue Correlation

The first test is to verify that the Growth Factor © is ‘a weighted measure of a company’s revenue potential relative to
its competitive set’. Companies with sufficient data (i.e. no M&A, bankruptcy, etc) were ranked in order of their
Growth Factor © score to create a top 20 and bottom 20 for example. The table below looks at the top 20 and
bottom 20 companies which had positive or negative revenue growth, expressed as a %. Q1 is the first reported
quarter after Growth Factor © data is posted and Q2 is the second reported quarter after Growth Factor © date.
The performance of the S&P 500 is provided for context.

The data is equally valid for the top 50 and bottom 50 companies as indicated below.

*July 09 has been excluded due to lack of data

Over these reporting periods, Lepere Analytics appears to be a good predictor of actual revenue.
We also tested how Lepere Analytics compared to consensus estimates by comparing actual revenue to consensus
estimates for each of the periods shown. As you can see below Lepere Analytics appears to be a better predictor of
revenue outperformance than consensus for companies in the top 20.

Lepere Analytics Poll Apr-08

This performance is significantly improved when predicting underperformance.
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And again the correlation holds up over a wider sample of the top 50 and bottom 50 companies analysed.

It appears that Lepere Analytics is predictive of actual revenue and a better growth potential indicator than consensus
estimates.
2.

Stock Price Indicator

The Growth Factor © based on Predictive Customers also has a strong correlation with future stock price on
both the short and long side of investing decisions. As an indicator on the short side Ethan Allan (ETH US) is
a good example.
In the Apr 08 poll Ethan Allan had a low Growth Factor © of -1.01 ranking it number 553 of 581 brands and 210th
amongst the 226 listed companies. This score proved highly predictive as the stock underperformed the S&P 500
by -4.4% from Jul 08 – Sep 08 two months after polling, as you can see below.
The Growth Factor © declined further in the Sep 08 poll, and again two months after polling there was a corresponding
underperformance of -8.6% for the 3 months Dec 08 – Feb 09. By Apr 09 the Growth Factor ® had dropped to
-2.32 and the stock continued to underperform by -6.7%, in a rising market.
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Another short side example is Unisys (UIS US). Unisys was the loser in the corporate technology sub sector
in 3 consecutive polls (Apr 08, Sep 08 and Apr 09). Poor Growth Factor © scores and low rankings were played
out in a consistent underperformance against the S&P 500 over a 10 month period from Sep 08-Jul 09.
Lepere Analytics

Turning to the long side, VF Corp (VFX US) led the Outdoor/Adventure sub sector in 3 consecutive polls
(Apr 08, Sep 08 and Apr 09). Thanks to the momentum of its brands the company maintained high Growth
Factor © scores and high rankings. This in turn played out in a steady outperformance against the S&P 500 over
a 12 month period from Jul 08-Jul 09 despite massive turbulence in the markets.
Lepere Analytics
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Luxury goods provider Hermes (RMS FP) provides a good example of the Growth Factor © proving to be a good
indicator on both the long and short sides.
Between the Apr and Sep 08 polls Hermes (RMS FP) moved 13 places higher in the rankings. This shift predicted
a 3 month outperformance from Oct-Dec 08, during a very difficult market.
The next poll in Apr 09 saw Hermes drop 27 places down the rankings. Again the stock immediately reflected
this with three months underperformance from May-Jul 09. The brand’s ranking continued to slide and dropped
59 places in the Jul 09 poll with a worsening underperformance of -15% for Aug-Oct 09, in a rising market.

Conclusion
In conclusion, a variety of tests over an extended two year period prove the predictive quality of the Predictive
Customer and the resulting Growth Factor © scores for finding investment ideas.
Continual testing and investing by clients will further demonstrate the validity of measuring Predictive
Customers in an increasingly consumer driven economy. Lepere Analytics Growth Factor © data can become a critical
new source of investor intelligence as the need to anticipate increases in importance alongside past performance.
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